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Zoo Wild Animal Medicine Current
The Little Ponderosa Zoo staff does wildlife rehabilitation, taking in baby raccoons, possums, fawns,
and squirrels.
The Little Ponderosa Zoo rehabbing baby animals
Berani, a 13 year old Sumatran tiger at Zoo Miami, was immobilized so specialists could test his
fertility Friday morning. Berani is the father of N’dari, Miami Zoo’s six-month old cub currently on
...
Zoo Miami Tiger Gets Fertility Test
In an effort to save an endangered bonobo's life, Wisconsin doctors would buck the odds and perform a
rarely successful brain surgery.
Medical, veterinary specialists worked together for risky brain surgery on a Milwaukee County Zoo
bonobo
"When we go into zoo medicine, we are very much aware of ... "They are descended from an extremely
small number of animals from the wild. They're a little bit genetically depauperate, so we ...
New measures are in place at Phoenix Zoo to keep its animals safe from COVID-19
How do you give a fully-grown Sumatran tiger a fertility test? Very carefully of course, and that’s
exactly what reproductive specialists did for “Berani,” a 13-year-old tiger at Zoo Miami on Friday.
Zoo Miami Tiger ‘Berani’ Undergoes Fertility Exam
One Australian zoo has declared they are ready to get their big animals vaccinated for Covid-19
following a world-first in America ...
Mogo Zoo declares they are ready to vaccinate their animals
Celebrating the nation’s Independence Day with fireworks is an enduring tradition, but fireworks can be
a source of distress and danger to wildlife. Dr. Sam Sander, a clinical professor of zoo and ...
Wildlife also affected by fireworks
Ecologists and wildlife experts are trying to change that, with a coalition that includes the San Diego
Zoo, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service ... to save these butterflies will help other plants and ...
San Diego Zoo races to save butterflies
It is not news the public trusts veterinarians no less than, and often more than, physicians. One
reason could be we are trained to convey information rather than anticipate and mitigate people’s ...
Veterinarians and One Health: The importance of a broader world view
Moving walls are generally represented in years. In rare instances, a publisher has elected to have a
"zero" moving wall, so their current issues are available in JSTOR shortly after publication. Note ...
The Journal of Zoo Animal Medicine
Now, a new systematic review has been published in the journal Animals that focuses on the clinical
symptoms in felines diagnosed with SARS-CoV-2 worldwide.
Review details clinical signs of SARS-CoV-2 infection in domestic and wild cats
Well, there are less than 500 Sumatran tigers left in the wild where they are found ... specialists
from the Henry Doorly Zoo in Nebraska and the Cincinnati Zoo in Ohio, who partnered with the Zoo ...
Sumatran tiger undergoes reproductive evaluation at Zoo Miami
High up in the mountains of San Diego County, there are meadows with creeks and streams where some of
San Diego's rarest butterflies flutter from flower to flower.
The zoo is racing to save some of San Diego's rarest butterflies before they vanish
Families visiting the San Antonio Zoo this weekend were greeted by mariachis in the courtyard and papel
picado hanging from the trees as part of a two-day Fiesta event to celebrate the animals, ...
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Fiesta event highlights San Antonio Zoo's wildlife conservation efforts in Latin America
Commissioner Secretary, Department of Forest, Ecology and Environment, Sanjeev Verma, today reviewed
progress on ...
Verma reviews progress on Jambu Zoo Project
WHO-led team wants an examination of farms that supplied the market where early cases emerged, but most
animals are now gone ...
Search for covid’s origins leads to China’s wild animal farms—and a big problem
Walk into Houston Zoo today and you won’t see any lions, tigers or bears — not immediately, anyway. The
current entrance is a diffused experience, admits Lee Ehmke, president and CEO of Houston Zoo.
State-of-the-art $70 million Galápagos Islands exhibit headed for Houston Zoo next year
A theater showcasing short, amazing animal movies in 3D or 4D ... Diegans and tourists visit the San
Diego Zoo this summer, they’ll find two new wildlife experiences: Komodo Kingdom and ...
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